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Electronic voting
Step by step
With Ubiqus
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Working with your
needs and the
advice of our
experts, Ubiqus
team creates the
slides in
PowerPoint.

The ideal tool to create interaction
Ubiqus uses interactive voting as one of several tools to improve the potential
of your event. Our audience response systems make it possible for meeting
organisers to collect opinions, reach a consensus or educate participants – in
real time.

What voting systems allows to do
engage your audience
create an interactive atmosphere
generate discussion
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During the event
each person uses
their handset to
respond to
questions.

poll for opinion

Key features of Ubiqus voting systems

The votes are transmitted wirelessly to
a laptop and compiled by Ubiqus
software.

The results can be
posted on
PowerPoint –
either immediately
or at a later time.

Your PowerPoint presentation as the
starting material
Based in a PowerPoint environment, visuals,
animated graphs and charts quickly encourage
audience interaction.

Sophisticated yet simple-to-use wireless
keypads
Featuring a two-line LCD display for easier votes,
keypads can be linked to form teams or pre-defined
demographics

Instant programming
Program questions on the day - respond to changes
and allow the audience to shape the event.

Flexible results display
Show results as histograms, pie charts or as ranking.
Display results immediately, or save them for a
relevant time in the event.
In any case, all results will be stored in the laptop and
will be fully integrated into a final PowerPoint.
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Electronic voting

Typical result presentations

Specialist
Consultation
We combine our
technical expertise
with a keen
Single choice question with
results
shown
as
histograms.

Multiple-choice test from 2
to 99 items.

Mirror
questions:
same
questions asked at different
times
and
displayed
simultaneously.

understanding of
the purpose of your
event to offer you
the right tools to
achieve your goals.
Full consultation
before an event and
technical presence

Type a figure on the keypad
as an answer. The software
calculates automatically the
average of all answers.

Team management: give a
weighting to an answer &/or
measure elapsed time to
establish the list of winners.

Results
shown
pie-chart.
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during the event
ensures peace of
mind and a
flexibility that

Support Ubiqus provides

maximises

Ubiqus voting systems scheme is powered by our trained technicians that provide
Onsite support to:
add and delete slides as the event takes place;
add and modify slides for audience questions on the day;
respond to agenda changes.

Other capabilities
Keypad

interaction.

Software

Two-line LCD display with up to 12 characters

Advanced software features include:

Multiple-digit entry for sophisticated data collection

PowerPoint compatible

2.4 GHz radio frequency with signal avoidance –
guaranteed no interference!
Advanced visual vote transmission acknowledgement

Questions may now have up to 20 choices
(up from 10)
Accommodates weighted voting

Multiple-choice selections (choose more than one
answer with visual confirmation of selections)
Advanced log-in for vote tracking and attendance
taking
Up to 31 simultaneous sessions can run in close
proximity
Video conference-capable in remote locations

Prioritize lists of up to 99 items

Breakout room feature allows users to move from room
to room using the same keypad without interference
Audible feedback and security system
Ability to display custom messages
Speed scoring with accuracy to .05 seconds
License-free / license-exempt frequency means the
keypads are approved for use worldwide

event registration software
event badges
audience response systems
language services
audio and visual
public consultation

Individual vote tracking
Demographic filtering
Side-by-side comparison of collected data
Competitions and game shows with advanced
scoring capabilities
Advanced strategic planning functionality with X-Y
opportunity maps
Detailed reporting capabilities
Display a “call-on-me” list to handle audience questions
Send custom messages to keypads for instruction or
sponsorship

A complete range of meeting services
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